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Abstract—Modern robotics applications require robots to be
able to communicate with humans seamlessly and effectively. We
propose a structured algorithm for natural language generation
in the context of indoor route instructions that allows a robot
to combine metrical, topological and semantic information about
the surrounding environment while generating natural language
instructions. Our method learns a policy for giving natural language route instructions based on corpora of human instructions
through learning from demonstration. An intermediate formal
language allows the robot to reason first about which environmental features are relevant to the instruction with regards to
minimizing ambiguity (i.e., the content selection problem), and
secondly how to convey this information in a coherent manner by
converting the structured representation into a natural language
English sentence (i.e., the surface generation problem).
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Natural language provides an efficient and flexible means
for robots to communicate with humans. In order to interact
with people through language, robots must be able to successfully generate and interpret free form sentences. One of
the most common tasks we perform every day is navigation,
and in order to reach our destination we constantly use route
instructions. Depending on the specific situation, we can ask
other people for instructions (e.g., when asking staff members
how to get to the exit in a museum) or we can rely on
automatic navigation devices (e.g., while driving a car in a
new city).
Psychological studies have analyzed the usability of route
instructions [12, 18], with a particular focus on identifying
which are the characteristics that constitute “good” instructions. Waller and Lippa [25] showed that the acquired route
knowledge depends on the function that landmarks serve
during learning.
Existing commercial systems for route instructions generation typically rely on predefined patterns, populating fields
(e.g., “turn <direction>”) in a turn-by-turn manner. While
correct, the resulting instructions tend to be rigid and unnatural. Even though they are reliable while navigating road
networks, they are not serviceable in the context of indoor
route instructions. In fact, they are prone to ambiguities as
when the environment structure is aliased.
The need for indoor navigation systems is constantly growing, especially in the context of assistive technologies where
artificial intelligence and robotics fields provided outstanding tools during the last decades. The ability of robots to

H
Output: route instruction
“face the grass carpet. walk forward twice. face so the
hatrack is to your right. move until you see grey brick floor
to your left. turn right. go to the wall.”
Fig. 1.

An example of route instruction generated by our system.

communicate with humans has the potential to improve the
quality of life of people living with impairments. However,
natural language generation is a challenging task, even when
the context is fixed.
One of the most challenging aspects to generating instructions is the choice of what to talk about in the instruction. This
problem is known as Content Selection. We can hypothesize
that people tend to generate instructions that reference salient
landmarks, be it large, unique objects in indoor environments,
or famous or otherwise easily recognized buildings when
navigating outdoors. However, it is difficult to derive a set
of rules for identifying such landmarks, since a variety of
different factors participate in this task [12] (e.g., age, culture,
and personal style).
Another challenge is to identify how much information to
convey in the instruction. In fact, longer instructions tend
to be more detailed than shorter ones, but they require a
bigger memory; conversely, shorter sentences can be easily
remembered, but they tend to be too generic and open to

CAS Structure

CAS Command

Turn( direction=None )
Travel( distance=Distance( count=None ) )

Turn( direction=Left )
Travel( distance=Distance( count=2 ) )

Face( faced=Verify( desc=[Thing(type=None,value=None)]))

Face( faced=Verify( desc=[Thing(type=Obj,value=Chair)]))

Fig. 2.
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Compound Action Specifications (CAS) structures and commands examples
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Property

change orientation
change position
change orientation and then position
change position and then orientation
the final place contains an object
pass an object while walking
the final place is a dead-end
the final pose is the goal pose
it is the first action to take
new floor color is faced from the final pose
an object is visible from the final pose
the place where to turn at contains an object
new wall color is faced from the final pose
the place where to turn at is a dead-end
List of contexts used as features for paths

Description

eta

number of key information to remember
(e.g., Turn(direction=Right) → 1)
low-level command groundtruth
(i.e., walk, turn, walk+turn, turn+walk)
CAS command maximum depth
(e.g., Travel(dis=Dist(count=None)) → 2)
number of defined attributes

pcp

number of floor colors mentioned

nsl
cmd
dep

ppc

number of wall colors mentioned

htw

whether or not to head towards an object

nln

number of landmarks mentioned
turn reference frame
(i.e., allocentric, egocentric)

trf
Fig. 4.

List of properties used as features for CAS structures

multiple (sometimes wrong) interpretations.
Natural language generation tasks are often formulated as
three sub-problems: sentence planning, which performs the
choice of how much information to convey, content selection,
which selects which information to provide, and surface generation, which generates natural language sentences according
to these choices.
Significant progresses have been made on this task (Chen
and Mooney [7], Angeli et al. [2], Kim and Mooney [13],
Konstas and Lapata [15], Mei et al. [21]). Many approaches
solve the three sub-problems separately while others face them

in a end-to-end fashion. Often the sentence planning subproblem is considered as part of the content selection problem.
We formulate our model as a sequence of three independent
layers each of which solves a specific sub-problem.
We propose an algorithm that exploits an intermediate
formal language to bridge the gap between a low-level metric
representation of paths and the high-level structure of natural
language sentences. At test time, we are given a path - defined
on a map - and we are asked to generate a natural language
instruction. We solve the sentence planning problem learning
a policy for generating human-like route instructions from
demonstrations by modeling the task as a Markov Decision
Process (MDP) and applying Inverse Reinforcement Learning
(IRL). Subsequently, a greedy-search algorithm performs the
content selection task selecting the most appropriate information to include in the instruction. Finally, a set of automatically
extracted templates and a language model based on a recurrent
neural network with long short-term memory units (LSTMRNN) are used to perform the surface generation task.
We evaluate our method using a publicly available dataset
of route instructions (SAIL) and show how the system components affects the performances of the overall method performing a series of ablations.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Much attention has been paid recently to developing algorithms that enable robots to interpret natural language
manipulation and route instructions [19, 24, 14, 3, 4, 11, 8, 20].
Conversely, natural language generation considers the problem
of representing low-level information the robot produced in
a higher-level format people can easily understand (e.g., an
English sentence).
Selective generation is a relatively new research area and
many approaches have been investigated [? ? ? ? ? ? 13?
]. Barzilay and Lee [6] propose a technique to learn topics
within text using unsupervised methods and a Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) to model their order.
Barzilay and Lapata [5] consider all the generation decisions jointly. This allows their model to capture dependencies
between utterances and create sentences that are more consistent with how humans perform this task. Liang et al. [16]
propose a generative semi-Markov model that simultaneously
segments text into utterances and aligns each utterance with
the corresponding meaning in the world state.
Angeli et al. [2] rearrange the generation problem as a
sequence of three classification sub-problems (i.e., macrocontent selection, micro-content selection and template selection) and solve them using three log-linear classifiers. They
use a set of context-dependent rules for automatic template
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An overview of our system

extraction from the training data. Mei et al. [21] propose
and end-to-end model that employs a neural encoder-alignerdecoder network to jointly solve content selection and surface
generation tasks.
Regarding the problem of generating natural language instructions, several efforts have been made to study how people
perform such task - from a psychological point of view (Hund
et al. [12], Lovelace et al. [18]) - and also how natural language
aware path planning algorithms can produce easy-to-describe
routes (Haque et al. [10], Richter and Duckham [23], Goeddel
and Olson [9]).
Look et al. [17] asked 10 people to provide written route
instructions for the Stata Center building (MIT), in order to
develop a set of features for “good” instructions. They exploit
the knowledge acquired from the collected data to define a
batch of templates along with a set of application rules.
? ] leverages cognitive principles about the way humans
think about space in order to generate route directions that
are easier to understand. ? ] derived a set of rules for
generating route directions that appear to be more human-like
by manually analyzing a corpus of human written directions.
Inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) techniques have been
used to capture the behavior of human instructors from
demonstrations. Oswald et al. [22] model the content selection
problem as a Markov decision process and learn a policy
from demonstrations using maximum-entropy IRL. Unlike our
work, they do not address the surface generation problem.
III. TASK DEFINITION
Natural language generation is the task of constructing a
sequence of words in a human language given a low-level
representation of what to communicate, such that the final
sentence is syntactically correct and its semantics matches the
intended message. In the context of providing indoor route
instructions, the input is a tuple (map, path) consisting of
an environment representation (map) and a route (e.g., as a
sequence of waypoints), while the output is a natural language
instruction. In addition to syntactic and semantic correctness,
the final sentence should also be short and unambiguous. Such

characteristics are fundamental to providing route instructions:
the former ensures that the users can easily understand and
remember the instructions, while the latter increases the likelihood that the instructions are followed correctly.
IV. T HE M ODEL
Our framework (shown in Fig. 5) is composed of three
layers: sentence planning, content selection and surface generation. The whole system takes as input a couple (path,map)
and provides as output the corresponding instruction (i.e.,
English sentence).
A. Sentence Planning
The sentence planning layer takes as input a tuple (path, map) and outputs a set of CAS structures
(see Sec. IV-A1). It is composed of two sub-blocks: natural
language Parser and IRL (inverse reinforcement learning).
1) Compound Action Specifications: In order to bridge the
gap between low-level information of the input domain (i.e.,
a sequence of waypoint poses) and high-level elements of the
output domain (i.e., words) we employ the Compound Action
Specification (CAS) model, a formal language representation
suited to navigation commands that combines metrical, topological and semantic information into a single structure. A
CAS consists of five actions (i.e., Travel, Turn, Face, Verify,
Find), each of which is associated with a number of attributes
used to characterize specific commands (e.g., Travel.distance,
Turn.direction). We distinguish between structures and commands. The former is a CAS instruction where the attributes
values are left blank, the latter is an instruction where all the
attributes values are fixed. In other words, a structure defines
a class of instructions, while a command is an instance of
one of such classes. Fig. 2 shows some examples of CAS
structures and commands. For a complete description of the
CAS language, see MacMahon et al. [19].
2) Parser: We exploit the work done in [19] to convert an
English instruction into a CAS command. Unlike the original
implementation, our parser generates an aligned command.
The alignment connects concepts in the command with the

" turn r i g h t when you hit the lamp "

Turn( direction= Right , precond=Travel( until=Verify( desc=[ Thing( type= Obj, value= Lamp ) ] ) ) )
Fig. 6.

An example of english instruction aligned with the corresponding CAS command

words in the sentence that generated them. An example of
aligned command is shown in Fig. 6.
3) Inverse Reinforcement Learning: While giving directions, instructors make decisions about which kind of instruction to provide. Even if different factors participate in this
decision (e.g., culture, age), different people tend to provide
similar route instructions for similar paths. Hence, we can
assume that people maximize a common unknown reward
function while giving instructions. We formulate the problem
as a Markov decision process (MDP) and employ inverse
reinforcement learning (IRL) to learn a policy that seeks to
mimic the preferences that people use in generating free-form
route instructions, based upon a series of demonstrations.
An MDP is defined by a set of states s ∈ S, a number
of actions a ∈ A, the transition dynamics between states
P (s0 |a, s) and a reward function R : S × A → R. The goal
of reinforcement learning is to compute a policy π(a|s) such
that the expected cumulative reward is maximized. Conversely,
the goal of inverse reinforcement learning is to recover an
unknown reward function from a set of demonstrations. We
represent both input (path,map) and output (CAS structure)
as vectors of features, named c (i.e., contexts) and p (i.e.,
properties) respectively. In our model, S and A corresponds
to the enumeration of all possible configurations of the vectors
c and p respectively. Hence, each action a corresponds to
a specific configuration of the vector p and each state s
corresponds to a specific configuration of the vector c. We
employ IRL to learn a policy π(p|c) that decides which
properties p an instruction should have given a context c.
We use 14 contexts as features for paths and 9 instruction
properties as features for CAS commands. For each demonstration, map and path are represented by a single binary
vector of 14 elements (indicating which contexts are active
and which are not) while the instruction is represented by an
integer-valued vector of 9 elements. The lists of contexts and
instruction properties we use in our model are shown in Fig. 3
and 4 respectively.
Given the input u = (p, m), the corresponding vector
representation cu is computed such that its i-th element i cu is
equal to 1 if the i-th context ci is active. The desirable feature
vector p?u for the CAS structure is computed such that:
i ?
pu

= arg max π(pi = v|cu ) ∀v ∈ values(pi ).
v

where i p?u is the i-th element of p?u , pi indicates the i-th
property and values(pi ) is the set of discrete values of the
property pi . Using the desirable properties values, the first
kc nearest neighbor CAS commands are extracted from the

aligned demonstrations and converted into the corresponding
CAS structures C. A distance matrix D ∈ Rkc ×kc is computed
such that the element dij ∈ [0, 1] represents the dissimilarity
between the structures ci and cj in C. The spectral clustering
technique is used to group the structures by similarity and
the outliers are removed. The set of distinct structures in C
constitutes the output of the sentence planning layer.
B. Content Selection
The second layer of our system is the content selection
layer. It takes as input a set of CAS structures and chooses the
attributes values such that the final CAS commands are both
valid and not ambiguous. Since the CAS language is formal,
we can compute the likelihood of a CAS command c to be a
valid instruction for a path p define on a map m as:
δ(c | p, m)
P (c | p, m) = PM
j=1 δ(c | pˆj , m)

(1)

The index j iterates over all the possible paths that have the
same starting pose of p and δ(c | p, m) is defined as:

1 if η(c) = φ(c, p, m)
δ(c | p, m) =
0 otherwise
where η(c) is the number of attributes defined in c, and
φ(c, p, m) is the number of attributes defined in c that are
also valid with respect to the inputs p, m.
For each structure in input, a number of CAS commands are
generated by iterating over the possible attributes values. For
each configuration, correctness and ambiguity are evaluated
using the probability function in (1). A command is valid
if its likelihood is greater than a threshold Pt . The iteration
stops when kt valid commands are found or there are no other
structures to iterate on. Since the number of possible configurations for a structure increases exponentially with respect
to the number of attributes of the structure itself, a greedysearch algorithm is used to make the problem computationally
tractable. The iteration algorithm is forced to use only objects
and aspects of the world visible along the path. A set of valid
CAS commands constitutes the output of the content selection
layer.
C. Surface Generation
The last layer is called surface generation. It takes as input
a set of CAS commands and outputs a natural language
instruction. Each command results in a separate candidate
route instruction, and this layer returns the natural language
command with the greatest confidence.

Target CAS

Turn( direction= Left , precond=Travel( until=Verify( desc=[ Thing( type= Obj, value= Chair ) ] ) ) )

" turn r i g h t when you hit the l a m p "
Nearest
Neighbor
Turn( direction= Right , precond=Travel( until=Verify( desc=[ Thing( type= Obj, value= Lamp ) ] ) ) )

Turn( direction= Left , precond=Travel( until=Verify( desc=[ Thing( type= Obj, value= Chair ) ] ) ) )
Unification
" turn r i g h t when you hit the l a m p "

Output

" turn l e f t when you hit the chair "

Fig. 7.

An example of surface generation using a demonstration as template

1) Sentence Generator: For each command ck , a set of
ks nearest neighbors is extracted from the set of aligned CAS
commands generated during the training phase. We use the set
of natural language instructions H related to such neighbors to
compute a distance matrix B ∈ Rks ×ks , where 1.0 − bij ∈ B
denotes the Ratcliff/Obershelp similarity between the instruction sentences hi and hj . The demonstration (cas? , h? ) that
is used as template for generation is that which minimizes the
average distance,
h? = arg min

hi ∈H

ks
1 X
bij .
ks j=1

(2)

The unification set U (cas? , cast ) is defined as the smallest
collection of changes to be made in cas? to match the target
command cast . For example:
U( Turn(direction=Left), Turn(direction=Right) ) = {Left→Right}

The unification set is computed and the attributes alterations
applied to the template command invalidating the alignment
between the sentence and CAS command itself. Finally, the
broken alignments are restored by changing the words in the
sentence according to the new attributes values. An example
of the surface generation process is shown in Fig. 7.
Our system learns how to map attributes values to words
(e.g., Left→left, 1→one, Sofa→bench) using the alignments
in the demonstrations.
2) Language Model: A language model is a method that
assigns probability to natural language sentences. We employ
a recurrent neural network with long short-term memory units
(LSTM-RNN) as language model to score the instruction
candidates in order to ensure that they are syntactically correct.
An instruction is considered syntactically correct if its score
is above a threshold xt .
3) Maximum Entropy: Complex paths are split into sequence of simple segments and for each segment an independent set of candidate instructions is generated. Finally the

best candidates for each segment are merged together to form a
paragraph. During the training phase, different demonstrations
can generate the same CAS command and, since we perform
sentence clustering to increase the generation confidence (as
described in Sec.IV-C1), our system tend to prefer particular
sentence structures while generating instructions for similar CAS commands. This could lead to scenarios in which
the final instruction contains repetitions like “turn left” or
“go straight” and, according to Oswald et al. [22], repetitions
make the instructions appear less natural. In order to promote
language diversity, we provide as output the combination of
instructions candidates such that the final paragraph maximizes
the Shannon entropy.
V. E XPERIMENT S ETUP
A. Dataset
We train and evaluate our system using the publicly available SAIL route instruction dataset collected by MacMahon
et al. [19]. We use the original data without correcting typos
or wrong instructions. The dataset consists of 3213 demonstrations arranged in 706 paragraphs produced by 6 instructors
for 126 different paths throughout 3 virtual environments. We
partition the dataset in three parts, training (70%), validation
(20%), and testing (10%) set. The publicly available PTB
dataset is used to train the language model.
B. Evaluation metric
We evaluate our system by scoring the generated instructions using the modified BLEU-score [1]. Since a path can
allow multiple valid CAS commands and hence different
valid instructions, we evaluate the surface generation algorithm
independently by generating the corresponding CAS command
for each natural language instruction in the testing set. Finally,
we use such commands as input for our surface generation
algorithm and score the output sentence using the BLEU-score
method with the original instruction as ground-truth.

Target CAS

Turn(face=Face(faced=Verify(desc=[Thing(type= TypeObj , value= Chair )])))

" turn so that the l a m p is on your r i g h t "
Nearest
Neighbor
Turn(face=Face(faced=Verify(desc=[Thing(type= TypeObj, value= Lamp , side= Right )])))

Output

Fig. 8.

" turn so that the chair is on your r i g h t "

An example of surface generation failure due to unwanted information inherited from the demonstration.

C. Training details
During the training phase, a set of demonstrations (SAIL
dataset) is used to build the robot linguistic knowledge. Each
demonstration is a tuple ( map, path, instruction ), where:
• map = (lsemantic , ltopologic , lmetric ) is a three-layer,
hierarchical representation of the environment;
• path = {(x, y, θ), ...} is a sequence of poses;
• instruction is a natural language instruction for the path;
We use the training set to train inverse reinforcement
learning and sentence generator layers. The PTB dataset is
used to pre-train the language model layer while training
and validation sets are used for a fine-tuning phase. We use
the following values for the system parameters: kc = 100,
ks = 100, Pt = 0.8, kt = 50, and xt = 5.0.
VI. R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
We report the performance of our surface generation module
using the modified BLEU-score [1]. We use the CAS commands from the test set as the input to our surface generation
algorithm and compare against the ground-truth reference
generation. Our system achieves a BLEU-score of 0.87 for
the whole testing set. To the best of our knowledge, the SAIL
dataset has never been used before for the purpose of route
instruction generation. This does not allow us to make a fair
comparison between our results and others. Fig. 1 shows an
example of a route instruction paragraph generated by our
system.
A. Sentence Clustering Ablation
The contribution of the sentence clustering algorithm to
the overall system performance is evaluated by analyzing the
surface generation layer output score when the equation 2 is
replaced by a random selection. The resulting system achieves
a BLEU-score of 0.84 for the whole testing set. Fig. 9
shows an example of generated instruction when the sentence
clustering algorithm is not considered (NoCluster).
B. Language Model Ablation
We analyze the effect of the language model layer to the
system performance by analyzing the output of our system

when the language model assigns constant scores. Fig. 9 shows
an example of generated instruction when the language model
is not considered (NoLangM).
C. Maximum Entropy Ablation
We evaluate the effect of the maximum entropy layer to the
system performance by analyzing the output of our system
when the maximum entropy method assigns constant entropy.
Fig. 9 shows how the generated instruction is affected by
repetitions when the maximum entropy layer is not considered
(NoMaxEnt).
VII. D ISCUSSION
Our results show how the exploitation of an intermediate
formal language helps the natural language generation process
by bridging the gap between low-level and high-level information and providing a skeleton for the final sentence. Moreover,
it shows also that we can achieve high performances even
using a small number of demonstrations.
The generated instructions sometimes contain unwanted
information inherited from the original demonstrations. This
happens when the nearest neighbor of the target CAS command contains more attributes than needed. An example is
shown in Fig. 8. Future efforts will be focused on the application of deep learning oriented approaches. A sequence-tosequence model could be used indeed to learn how to translate
a CAS command into a natural language sentence.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We presented a model for natural language generation in the
context of providing indoor route instructions that exploits a
structured approach to produce unambiguous, easy to remember and grammatically correct human-like route instructions.
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